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11 THE OPTIMAL DESIGN OF DRUG-CONTROL LAWS



Mark A. R. Kleiman



My topic is thc justification and design of drug-control laws. Bcing at thc Hoover Institution and talking on this topic reminds mc of a conversa tion I had sOllle years ago with one of the Institution's most distinguished scholars, when he and 1 were both teaching at the University of Rochestcr. When I introduced myself as a student of drug policy, my colleague, a good, solid libertariall, imlllcdiately shot back, "But there shouldn't be any such policy'" That instant response is as clear an expression as one could wish for the core of the libertarian case against drug laws-the case for what is loosely called drug legalization or drug decriminalization. As I hope to demonstrate, neither "drug" nor "legalization" is a sufficiently well-defined term to permit a sensible answer to the question, "Should we legalize drugs?" Nonetheless I take that impulse very seriously. One of the central motives behind this conference and behind the legaliza tion movement is the belief that drug laws are either just plain silly, a subspecies of sumptuary laws or, worse, ill-intentioned (or at least small-mindcd) attempts on the part of some to interfere with the innocent pleasures of othcrs, or to impose the preference of the maiority or the powerful on an oppressed minority. It is to those who feel that impulse, who share that belief, that I wish to addrcss myself. In brief, I want to try to explain why someone who has read and understood Capitalism and Freedom and On Liberty might still bc in favor of having drug laws. I want to usc that question to explore bow, and to what extent, legal restrictions on drug use can be iustified, given the assumption that the only proper
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I ole of gownllllellt is to help illdividuals achieve their OWII wei rare as they perceive it, rather than to imposc somc cxternal idea of well-being on them or to achieve some collective end independent of the wishes of the citizens. Although I will start with that individualist assumption, it is important to note that it is not the only assumption on which we could proceed . One could believe instead, with Plato and Calvin, that human beings are systematically bad gllardians of their own welfare, that they are systematically deceived about what is good for them because of Raws in their character or because of their ignorance about what constitutes a truly good life. Alternatively, one could believe with Burke and Rousseau that an organically collective life outranks in dignity the mere seeking after individual benefit, and that it is the role of the state to protect the general will (for Rousseau) or the compact among the living, the dead, and those not yet born (for Burke) against individual selfishness. On those assumptions, one could obviously justify very vigorous drug-control laws. On the same basis, however, one could also justify many other things that would ill fit either the Constitution or the native genius of the people of the United States. I will restrict myself to those drug laws that can be justified as protecting the interests of individuals. The clearest case arises when drug consumption leads some drug users to bchave in ways that damage othcr pcoplc: what Stephcn Mugford (sec Chapter 2) calls "indirect" (an economist would say "external") costs. Your smoking is of eOllccrn to IIlC if wc arc sharing the samc elcvator. Y
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It will not follow fnllll allythillg I ani goillg to say Illat all psvcill)adiws ollglll to be forbidden; indeed, I believe no such thing. What polie:y we: ought to have: toward each drug and toward all drugs together is an interesting and complicated question, but it should be considered only once onc has providcd a satisfadory answer to the prior question of why to have such policies at all. Mentioning alcohol serves another purpose as well. Most people in this room, as has been pointed out, drink. Everyone here knows people who drink, and who drink without suffering visible damage themselves or doing visible damage to other people. That usefully constrains what we say here about drinking and about drinkers. Just because some people get drunk and beat their children, we do not say, "Alcohol users are child-beaters." That would obviously be an overgeneralization and its inaccuracy would be obvious to all of us because we know alcohol users who are not child-beaters. We say, more carefully , "Alcohol is linked to child-beating among some users." Few, if any, people in this room use cocaine. Few people here even know people who use cocaine. I do not (so far as I am aware) know anyone who is a current user of cocaine. This leaves us freer to generalize about cocaine users and to imagine that they are all alike in important ways: In particular that any cocaine use inevitably leads to disaster, if not now, then later. This is in fa ct the explicit message of the National Drug Control Strategy allll of thc Media Partnership for a Drug-Free America . It is not supported by data, however, and is in fact almost certainly false. The proposition that drug X damagcs person A obviously does not conflict in any way with the proposition that drug X docs not damage person B. To say that-to acknowledge that there is innocuous drug use, and even innocuous use by some people of drugs that cause great damage to and by othersis sometimes taken as treason in the war on drugs. If this be treason, the fan atics can make the most of it. None of my argument will rest on the proposition that a given class of effects is inevitable for all users of a given drug, or even a majority of them. Still less do I want to pretend that all currently illicit drugs are the same and that one can therefore generalize about drug use or drug users in a way that treats people who routinely binge on crack and people who occasionally puff a joint of marijuana as being identical. None of that is true. Insofar as a given psychoactive substance tends, only tends, to produce user behavior that damages other people, a government that seeks to improve the welfare of its citizens may want to have laws about that substance different from the laws that regulate ordinary commercc. Joel Hay (Chapter 12) discusses the actual extent of drug-caused harm to nonusers. For the momcnt let me just list some categories: crimes, accidents, and public nuisances. This last is an ulldcrconsidercd category. Thcre arc myriad ways in whi ch intoxicated persons in public can cause nuisances to others. Although nuisa nce
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does 1101 soulld as scrious as eril IC, if you ask pcople why they kavc cities for suhurhs you will lilld that lIlost of the fhillgs that really drove thelll Ollt are lIuisanees that du not rise to the I vel of crilllinal conduct. With respect to these three ategories, all involving observable damage to others, one might ask, "Why do e need drug laws? If someone gets drunk and hits someone else, we should p nish assault. If someone gets drunk and falls down in public, we should punisl him for being disorderly in public. If someone gets drunk and drives his car into ine, we have a tort-law system that allows me to sue." The answer to that argu ent is that all those systems are very costly, very inefficient, and have limited cap city. It is not the case that we can use either the criminal law or the civil tort la in an unlimited way to control each other's behavior. Those systems only w k if most people stay out of them. Particularly if one has the liberal impulse in vor of relatively loose forms of social controla preference, for example, for n t having lots of police aroun.d-then one must ask what characteristics of the r 'dents of an area would be consistent with both loose formal controls and accept ble levels of crime, disorder, and accidents. For loose control and social rder to coexist. it is necessary to havc citizens who for the most part do not nee police watching them in order to hehave well. That is to say, the looscness \ e valuc depends un a certain distribution of dispositions among the citizens. or example, if you are in charge of maintaining y want to cOllcem yourself with the availability order in a football stadium you of beer inside the stadium. If y u do not concern yourself with the supply of beer, you will need to hire a larg security force or accept a large number of fights breaking out. The terms of the tr de-off between security and order will be much worse if there is lots of beer arou d. Why is it not equally obvio s that the persons responsible for maintaining public order downtown on Satur ay night ought to concern themselves with the supply of beer to the people do ntown on Saturday night? It seems to me to be the same problem . The differenc ,of course, is that the stadium can try to control the amount of beer allowed into e stadium, in effect making private drug laws, whereas if you are responsible ~ r patrolling the streets, the only drug laws you have are the public drug laws of he country where you are. If, then, drugs cause some people to have disposition to damage other people, that turns out to be a nontrivial problem for liberal so iety. Crimes, accidents, and Iluis nees do not exhaust the catalog of direct damage to others. Involuntary exposure t drugs is a problem, both as passive drug-taking by proximity and as in utero ex osurc. The spread of communicable disease is also a problem: People who win up on skid row as a result of their drug use and arc chrollieally malnourished an cxposed arc likely to be carricrs of sllch diseases as tuberculosis. Again, a gener I level of ill hcalth in the society at large is of concern to othe", fo< reasons 1YOnd m«e empathy.
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J)rugs can also indllcc faihm:s to carry Ollt volllntarily asslullcd rt'spollsibilily: for example, thc rcslxlllsihi lity of parcnts. If people fail their rl'spollsihilitics as parents, that is not a sJllall prohlcm for thc rest of liS . If YOII think of tltl' uphrillging of new citizens as a fundamental piece of public work to be done. thclI it is all important fact about liberal society that child-raising is assigned largely to private parties. Insofar as they fail, we fall back on extremely expensive, and not very good, public systems. If it turns out that some drug tends to reduce its users' effort or competence as parents, that is not of minor concern to the rest of us. Again, it is not essential to this argument that the effect be universal among drug users, only that it happen in a noticeable number of instances. Drug use can also create drains on common resources--on the health care system, on the system of income maintenance, and on all the other risk-spreading mechanisms on which we rely. Both privately funded insurance and public insurance systems are attempts to spread the risks of loss by providing resoLlTces to those in need. If more people wind up in need because of their drug use, all of us wind up worse off. One could say-and a strong libertarian would say-let'! get rid of those undesirable social insurance systems. That of coursc docs not get rid of nil thc private insurance systcms, for which drug use will IlIl1ltiply underwriting problems. Morc to the point, wc havc those social illSlITallCC SystclllS hcc:lIISC I think people are (in my view, rationally) risk-averse. In many instances it is easicr and cheaper to reduce risk by spreading it than by eliminating it at its sourcc. If drug use causes such drains on risk-spreading devices, then we have to reduce our level of social insurance. a reduction that imposes real welfare costs for nand rug users. One could also point out the risk of decreased contributions to common resources: not only taxes paid and charitable contributions, but citizenship and voluntary activism such as neighborhood associations, PTAs. and volunteer fire departments. We do not require these things to be done; we cannot require them to be done if they are to remain voluntary, but neither can we easily managc a society where no one wants to vote or campaign for office or give to the Red Cross or join the block watch. Here again, the regime ofliberty is not indifferent to the distribution of dispositions among its citizens. One disposition particularly inimical to ordered libcrty is impulsiveness, thc inability to defer gratification. Not only is it harmful in itself. but it also disables all of our social-control mechanisms. Criminal law relies on people being afraid of being arrested and going to prison. If you spread some substance in the society which makes people less sensitive to that threat. you either have more crime or more prisons or both . All the intoxicants-alcohol, cocaine (at least in thc smoked form), marijuana. heroin-appear to increase impulsiveness on avcrage. (Note that nicotinc and caffcine are not intoxicants in this sense, and this is one good reason to treat them differently from other drugs.)
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One noteworthy thing about imp Isivcness is that it makes people Icss good stewards of their own welfare. That is 0 say, it makes them less like the rational decision maker from which economic theory derives all those lovely theorems about the optimality of market equili ia. The law therefore regards intoxicated consent as inadequate for a large list 0 purposes, from the validity of a contract to the voluntariness of a sexual relatiOl ship. There are a lot of assumptions about people built into a liberal society whi h some drugs will tend to falsify for some of their users. That is not a small pro em. This analysis leads to the second ajor set of reasons to have drug laws: the protection of drug users. One can, I ink, identify various ways in which drugs fool individual decision making mecha isms so that people who are perfectly good stewards of their own welfare about th consumption of cornflakes or clothes are not good stewards of their own welfar about the consumption of cocaine. If that js true, and jf you support individual berty for John Stuart Mill's reason, that it in fact leads to better outcomes, rath r than Robert Nozick's reason that people have an absolute right to mess up thei own lives, then you will be less libertarian about cocaine than you arc about cor lflakes. If my argument so far establishes at we need some drug laws, the question is "what kind of drug laws?" The ans er in general must be some mix of taxes and regulations. Prohibition is the ex reme form of either of those. Enforceability is always an issue, s much with respect to regulations as with respect to prohibition. The question' Should we legalize?" thus reduces itself to the question, "What is the optimal se of control policies, and for which, if any, of the currently illicit drugs can we fi d a set of policies that will leave us better off than we are now?" Thinking ab ut that question, and contemplating the unsatisfactory results of alcohol and t acco legalization, suggests the importance of finding currently unused or under sed control measures that might be applied to the currently illicit drugs in place f single prohibition (or to the currently licit drugs in place of virtually unrestrict d availability). Taxation is an obvious instance: at current tax rates, legal dru are too cheap. Among the regulations we are c rrently underusing are quantity limitations and limitations about who can use dr gs. We distinguish between legitimate and illegitimate users of alcohol on the asis of age only. We do not, for example, take away the drinking license of ad unken driver; that is unfortunate. It is also, I think, unfortunate that we do not limit the quantity of alcohol anyone user can buy and consume. The more broadly we think abou possible regimes for regulating user licenses and quantity limits, the more we ca reduce the damage done by currently licit drugs and the more likely we are to fi d means short of prohibition for controlling
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some of the currelltly illicit drugs. 1'(lr others, particlllarly slIIokahle (;()("ailll". I think that the optimal regulation will turn out to be prohibition . My conclusion, then, is that the question, "Should we legalize drugs?" has no answer as framed, and that we should work on the less simple questiollS, "What laws best fit which drugs?" and "How should we enforce the drug laws we have?" .
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